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Chapter - 6
'Tat-tvam-asi' in Chandogya Upanisad
and its interpretation
6.1 ^Tat-tvam-asr in Chandogya upanisad
6.1.1 Introduction:
The Chandogya^ upanisad^ belongs to the singers^ of
the Samaveda. It is a section of the Chandogya Brahmana"^
which has ten chapters^. Chapters three to ten in this
Brahmana form the Chandogya Upanisad.
Together

with

the

Brhadaranyaka

Upanisad,

Chandogya Upanisad represents the oldest and the most
classical upanisadic tradition. Its oldest parts may date

' 'chandoga' is the singer of the Saman chando Sama gayati iti
Chandogah). The upanisad belongs to the followers of the Sama
Veda See S. Radhakrishnan, The Principal upanisads, p.335.
^ The word 'upanisad' means the knowledge of Brahman, source of
liberation and means to know Brahman. It is known as vedanta and
serves as the important source for Vedanta philosophy.
^ They are called 'udgatr'
'* Hence the name Brahmanopanisad.
^ Paul Deussen, sixty upanisads of the Veda, p.63
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back to 9C BCE^. Each chapter of Chandogya Upanisad is
an independent whole and shows the unity of contents. It
contains

some

of

the

important

theological

and

philosophical utterances of ancient Hindus^. This is
specially seen in the sixth chapter where our specific
concern lies. Hence in this chapter there is first the
treatment of the context and the structure of the sixth
chapter of the Chandogya Upanisad. This is done to locate
' tat-tvam-asi'. After this the justification for Madhva's
reading it as ' atat-tvam-asi' is discussed. The rest of the
chapter deals with the interpretation of Madhva and his
critique of Sankara and Ramanuja. The chapter under with
the meaning of 'tat-tvam-asi' as 'bimba-bhava' existing
between Brahman and Jiva.

^ Belvalkar and Ranade, The creative period, p. 102
^ Like cRtFTf% (Ch.U. 6.8.7) and ^fr^ ^!T!^ ?^ am OTffk (Ch.U. 6.2.1)
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6.1.2 The Sixth Chapter of theChandogya Upani$ad:^
Context and Detailed Structure
6.1.2.1 Context
Uddalaka sent his son Svetaketu to study the Vedas
and get religious instruction as per the family tradition.
Having studied for twelve years the son comes home
conceited, haughty and egotistical^^. He was proud of his
newly

acquired

knowledge

and thought

he knew

everything. The father in order to humble his son's pride
asked whether iSvetaketu knew that central principle by
knowing which everything would be known^^ Svetaketu
was ignorant of it and appealed to his father to teach it. He
knew that he had not yet penetrated to the heart of the
matter. The correcting instruction follows in the form of a
dialogue. The father becomes the teacher; the son becomes

' This chapter specifically deals with 'd-^HR)'. It occurs 9 times: 6.8.7,
6.9.4, 6.10.3, 6.12.3, 6.13.3, 6.14.3, 6.15.3 and 6.16.3
'° 'mahamanah' translated as greatly conceited' in S. Radhakrishnan,
op.cit.p. 446
'^ - ^ ^ ^p ticr%, 3FTcf HdHfcisiid fcfsrraftfcT (Ch.U. 6.1.3)
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the student. Uddalaka gives instruction on Being and the
place of human person in the universe in relation to the
great Being. The famous proposition: By knowing one that
is the central entity), everything is known is illustrated by
various

illustrations.

Uddalaka

tells

^vetaketu:

Sa

atmatattvam asi^^.
6.1.2.2 Detailed Stnicture^^ of the sixth chapter of the
Chandogya Upani§ad:
Section One
6.1.1 - Uddalaka urging son Svetaketu to study
the Vedas
6.1.2 - Return of Svetaketu and Uddalaka's
observation of son's pride
6.1.3

- Uddalaka's question and Svetaketu's
humility to learn from his father.

^•1-4 - Clod of clay and its modification
6.1.5

- Nugget of gold

'^ I am keeping the text as combined deliberately to show its possibility
of two divisions as shown in section 6.1.3
'^ I follow the text and translation of Radhakrishnan, The Principal
upanisads, pp.446 - 467
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6.1.6

. pajj- of nail scissors

6.1.7

- Failure of venerable men to convey truths
and the request to be instructed in the
higher truths.

Section Two
6.2.1

- Creation from non-being

6.2.2. - Doubt
6.2.3

- May I be many. Water from fire

6.2.4

- Food from water.

Section Three
6.3.1 - Three origins of beings
6.3.2 - Divinity entering into divinities and
developing into names and form
6.3.3 - Names and form
6.3.4

- The process of manifoldness

Section Four
6.4.1 - Distinguishing appearance from essence;
examples of water, earth etc.
6.4.2 - Modification is only a name arising from
speech
6.4.3

- Modification is only a name
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6.4.4

- Modification is only a name

6.4.5

- Knowledge of great persons

6.4.6

- Knowledge of the great

6.4.7

- Manifoldness is due to three divinities

Section Five
6.5.1 - Food becoming threefold (faeces, flesh,
mind)
6.5.2 - Water becoming threefold (urine, blood,
breath)
6.5.3 - Fire becoming threefold (bone, marrow,
speech)
6.5.4 - Summary and request for further
instruction

Section Six
6.6.1 - Curd turning into butter
6.6.2 - Food becoming mind
6.6.3 - Water becoming breath
6.6.4 - Fire becoming speech
6.6.5 - Summary and request for further
instruction
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Section Seven
6.7.1 - 16 parts of a person. Instruction not to eat
for 15 days
6.7.2 - Unable to understand Vedas without
eating
6.7.3 - Eat and you will understand
6.7.4

- He ate and answered

6.7.5 - A little fire bums much
6.7.6

- Breath covered with food blazes up, mind
consists of food, breaths consists of water
and speech consists of fire

Section Eight
6.8.1 - The nature of sleep
6.8.2 - Bird tied by a string, settling down at a
place where it is bound
6.8.3 - Hunger and thirst - Body has root in food
6.8.4 - All creatures have their root in Being
6.8.5 - Body cannot be without a root
6.8.6 - Merging of speech, mind and breath in
the highest divinity
6.8.7 - Sa atmatattvam asi!
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Section Nine
6.9.1 - Honey and different juices
6.9.2
6.9.3

- Non-discrimination of creatures about
their reaching the Being
- Whatever they are, they become Being

6.9.4 - Sa atmatattvam asi

Section Ten
6.10.1 - Rivers reaching the sea
6.10.2

-Application

6.10.3 - Sa atmattavam asi

Section Eleven
6.11.1 - Oozing of Sap from the tree when cut
6.11.2 - Life sap leaving the tree
6.11.3 - Body without living self.
- Sa atamtattvamasi

Section Twelve
6.12.1 - Breaking the nyagrodha seed
6.12.2 - Subtle essence of nyagrodha
6.12.3 - Sa atmatattvam asi
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Section Thirteen
6.13.1 - Placing salt in water
6.13.2 - Perceiving salt by taste
6.13.3 - Sa atmatattvam asi

Section Fourteen
6.14.1 - Blind folded person led to Gandhara
6.14.2 - The need of a teacher
6.14.3 - Sa atmatattvam asi

Section Fifteen
6.15.1 - Dying person and the merging of mind,
speech, breath and fire in the highest
Deity
6.15.2 - Inability to recognize
6.15.3 - Sa atmatattvam asi

Section Sixteen
6.16.1 - Thief and touching of the hot iron axe
6.16.2 - If true, not burnt
6.16.3 - Sa atmatattvam asi

The above detailed structure and its contents show
that the sixth chapter is a connected whole and 6.8.6 refers
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back to 6.4.7. There is a constant refrain of Sa
atmatatvamasi which is the basic thought.
6.1.3 Madhvacarya's reading of *atat-tvam-asi' in
Chandogya Upani^ad
Madhvacarya's interpretation of 'tat-tvam-asi' is
based on two different ways of spUtting the key sentences
into either sa-atma-tat tvam-asi' or sa atma—'atat-tvamasi'. Madhva has adopted the reading 'atat-tvam-asi'in his
commentary on the Chandogya Upanisad^'*. In Gitatatparya
he has taken 'atat-tvam-asi'^^. Thus he has shown that
preferring a particular form does not change the thrust of
his theological enterprise.
The

Upanisad

itself

does

not

contain

any

independently worded sentence 'tattvamasi' where 'tat'
stands for Brahman and 'tvam' for the individual soul. The

'" In Visnutatvta-vinirnaya also Madhva adopts the reading 'ar^m-^
3Tf%

^^HDVL,p-178
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part wherein 'tattvamasi' occurs reads as 'atma tattvamasi'
with 'atma' and 'tattvamasi' joined together. ^^
Actually

there is no grammatical

bar

agaist

Madhvacarya's word division. The Padacchedha 'Atattvam-asi' is based on savarnadirgha sandhi between the
final long vowel in the preceding word 'atma' followed by
the initial short vowel of the following word 'atat'. Hence
the rendering according to Madhva would be:
Sa atma atat tvam asi^^
Further by the analysis of the nine illustrations^^
occurring in the sixth chapter of Chandogya Upanisad
Madhva justifies his reading. Besides the reading 'atattvam-asi' directly and categorically conveys the truth of

'* D.N. Shanbhag, "In defense of difference", pp. 361 - 362.
'^ MM, p. 177
'* The nine illustrations are: A bird tied to a sting,flower-juicesand the
honey, rivers and the sea, tree and the sap, banyan seed, salt in water,
sick man on the deathbed, blind folded person, thief and touching hot
iron to prove innocence.
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'Jivesvara-bheda'. Vyasatirtha justifies this in his famous
work, Nyayamrta^^.
Madhva also quotes the following verse from
Samasaihhita at the end of his commentary on the sixth
chapter of Chandogya Upanisad to justify his reading.
Text of Samasaihhita
Sdratvdt 'sa' itiprokto
Jndnatvdt 'ya' itiritah!
Sar\>asya istah 'ityesa'
mdndndm anako'nimdf!
Tat tantratvad 'aitaddmyam'
Sa satyah sddhurupatah
'tat' tateh purnatasca dtmd
sddandt 'sa' itiritah
Atat-tvam-asi putreti yah uktaff^

19

^° S.C. Vasu, Chandogya-upanisad with the commentary of ^ri
Madhvacarya, p.410
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Translation: He is called 'sa' because he is the essence
(sara). He is named 'ya' because he is all-knowledge
(Jnana). He is called 'esah' because he is desired by all
(istah). He is called 'anima' because he is the impeller
(anaka) of every devata which presides over 'man' or
knowledge. He is called 'tat' because he pervades all. He
is called aitadamyam because he is the ruler (atma) of this
whole universe. He is called 'Satyam' because his form is
all goodness. He is called atma because he is full. He is
called 'sa' because he destroys everything. Gautama nine
times repeats to his son the phrase 'Atat tvam asi'^\
6.2 Interpretation of *tat-tvam-asi'^^
6.2.1 Introduction:
Having

seen

'tat-tvam-asi'

in the

Chandogya

upanisad with its justification, now we shall take a looks at

^' S.C. Vasu, Op. cit. P. 452
" For this section I am heavily depending on BNK Sharma's views
found in his 'Mahatatparya of Mahavakyas and other Advaita ^rutis.
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various attempts of Madhva and his followers^^ to bring
out the import of 'tat-tvam-asi'. Madhva and his followers
resort to various interpretive methods. As it is stated
already in the first part whether one adopts 'atat-tvamasi'^'^ or 'tat-tvam-asi'^^ it does not bring any change to
Madhva's grand theological and philosophical enterprise.
Madhva

himself

followed

'atat-tvam-asi'

in

his

commentary on the Chandogya Upanisad and 'tat-tvamasi'

in

Gita-tatparya-nirnaya

We

shall

see

the

interpretation of 'tat-tvam-asi' under various headings. It is
quite interesting to see how Dvaita interpretation is
informed by Panini's Grammar, Purvamimaiiisa exegetical
rules and rhetoricians' technique of Laksana. They also
employ the popular maxims like 'sakhacandranyaya'^^.

^^ Especially Vyasatlrtha (c.l539) in his Nyayamrta and Jayatlrtha
(c.1388) in his commentary on Madhva's Visnu-tattva-vinimaya.
^'* Madhva adopts 'atat-tvam-asi' in Chandogya upanisad-bhasya and
Visnutattvavinirnaya.
^^ 'tat-tvam-asi' is the reading in Gita-tatparya-nirnaya.
^^ This is the maxim of the branch and the moon. As the moon, though
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6.2.2 Interpretation of *tat-tvam-asi' in the light of its
context in the Chandogya Upan§ad^'
The context shows that the purpose of Uddalaka's
upadesa was to rid Svetaketu of pride^^ and awaken a
sense of the presence of a power greater than everything,
subsisting in all and controlling without being controlled.
Uuddalaka has this forthright statement:
^i-^cHI: ^Fff^ I ^

^rat: JMT ^T^RcFHT >(HrtlR|6c}|: ^^

The above statement couched in Bahuvrihi compounds^°
like 'Sanmulah' clearly points to the supreme power as the
support and sustaining force of the universe. Thus the
whole purpose of the upadesa is to overcome the egoism
considerably distant from the branch is spoken of as 'moon on the
branch' because of proximity. See Apte, The practical Sanskrit-English
Dictionary, p.575.
" BNK Sharma, op.cit, p. 174
^* See 'Essentials of Da^aprakaranas' p.34 wfi^^ ^r^PTsfi^zr Tfm^nr af-jxinHi^l

^ Ch.U. 6.8.4
'" In Bahuvrihi compound two or more nouns in apposition to each other
are made to qualify another substantive which is outside the compound;
see Apte, op.cit. p.697
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of Svetaketu who was afflicted with an attitude of spiritual
conceit bom of ignorance of the supreme power^^
6.2.3 Interpretation based on Lak§ana^^
Madhva and his followers use the concept of
'laksana' to bring out the import of 'tat' and. 'tvam'. Let us
first get some idea of this 'laksana'. ^^
6.2.3.1 Characteristic of Laksana:
In addition to their primary semantic power abhidha
words have also secondary semantic power known as
a.

lak^a. When in a given context the primary meaning of a
word is unintellible the word is credited with the
secondary meaning related to the primary meaning. The
famous example is: The village is on the Ganga (j|>4-J|iiji
'^)

Since the primary meaning (Village on the water) in

the given context is impossible the sentence 'Ji^^^^iiiii "ffKr' is

^' ^ ?f^
32

>H4'MI41 ^

^ ^ ^f^^^rft ?RT w ^^iRi ifcr See Ch.U.Bh. Khandartha

Mahatatparya, pp. 178-193
John Grimes, Problems and Perspectives in Religious Discourse,

pp.118-119.
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understood as w r r a t ifKr (The village is on the bank of
the river)
6.2.3.2 Classification of Lak^ana
Laksana is divided into three kinds:
L Exclusive (Jahallak§ana) - In this type the primary
meaning is completely abandoned and the new secondary
meaning is posited, e.g. The village is on the Ganges.^."*
ii. Inclusive (ajahallak^ana) - This type includes the
primary meaning in addition to the secondary meaning.
E.g. Protect the ghee from the crows^^.
The meaning of the sentence would be to protect the ghee
not only from crows but also from other animals.
iii.

Quasi-inclusive (jahadajahallak^ana ) - In this

type a part of the primary meaning is abandoned and part
of it is retained, e.g. 'This is that Devadatta.'^^

^'^ The implied meaning is: The village is on the bank of the Ganges
^^ The Sanskrit version is mh^ ^ xiiwdiH
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To arrive at the identity of Devadatta qualified by 'this'
referring to the present time and 'that' referring to the past
time are rejected and 'Devadatta' bereft of spatio-temporal
qualifications is retained. Advaita Vedanta makes use of
this kind of laksana^^ to bring out the significance of 'tattvam-asi'.
6.2.3.3 Lak§ana on *tat'^^
L Association expressed as identity:
Dvaita followers make use of an example under the
Panini's rule (4.2.63)^^ given by Patanjali, the great
Grammarian the author of Mahabhasya. The example
'vasantadhyayanam' (spring study) does not refer to the
object of study called

'vasanta' but the association of

'spring-time' with study.""^ The word 'tat' in 'tat-tvam-asi'
means close association of Jiva with Brahman. This
^' It is also called 'Bhagatyagalaksna' (literally: part abandoning
implication)
'^MM. pp. 180-183
^^ The Sutra of Panini (4.2.63) reads 'ci»H^iRi'uiw'
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association of Brahman is understood as Brahman's
control'*\
ii. Basic relation or identity'*^ (ddifiidr^H ?ift1cr

WJ^)

According to Paninis' Sutra: ^TTsfr Mc^f^f^.- (2.1.1) the
term

'samartha'

in the sutra stands for

syntactic

competency of words in a compound. Hence here
'samartha' means samathasrita-padavidhi"*^. Such part and
whole relation (angagl-bhava) is intended by Uddalaka
when he says: w^^

f^

wf^. wsfv. ^fr^racpm ^rarfcff^mi^

Hence 'tat' means a fundamental relation of Brahman with
Jiva.
iii.. Source of anotiier expressed as identity"^ (?rat vHid<<iid

The Vedic Statement: The Brahmana was his face"*^
refers to the Purusa from whose face the Brahmana is
'*' CRT ^TTgtrafe ^rftfcT am^iiu i^rftng tf -^^fm^ srsraF^if^ 5i^q^ ??ern^ i
42

MM, p. 180

'*^ Compounding based on semantic competency
'^ Ch.U.6.8.4
'^^ MM, p. 181
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produced. Similarly Jivas owe their genesis to the Lord"^'.
Hence 'tat' expresses the meaning of creation understood
as paradhinavisesapti in Dvaita"^^.
iv. Dependence on another expressed as identity^'

We have the reference to the husked rice as grain in
the Vedic passage: ErF?w% f^r^ ^m. ^^ 4lHKHcbs explain it as
a eTSfWT based on dependence. Hence the sentence would
mean: erp^TTeMcqrfrT^ cRf^ gp^r^i^^jT^jt^TT ^^
This is exployed in understanding the meaning of 'tat' as
sanmulah^^

^ Rv 10.90.2
*' ^ Since Madhva believe in eternal souls, the word genesis is taken in the
sense of 'embodiment'.
'^ ParadhinaviiSesapti means the acquiring of a new trait that depends on
the will of the 'other' (God). This is a distinct contribution of Madhva.
^^MM,p.l81
'^ Taittiriya Saihhita 1.1.6.1
'^PMS, 9.1.38
'^ existential root
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y. Resemblance expressed as identity^^
In

the

Panini-Sutra-

sffrnrrcfg^

^^rsm (1.1.23),

according to Patanjali, the prupose is not to designate
bahu, gama, vatu, dati as numerals (Sankhya). The word
'Sankhya' here means 'sankhyavat' expressing similitude.
Even in the world there is a tendency to equate when
similarities are found. Accordingly for purvamimamsa the
sentence arrf^c^ ^^TT^ (The sacrificial post is the Sun) is
understood in its resemblance^^. Since Jiva resembles
Brahman to a certain extent in jfiana, ananda it is
expressed as identity.
vi ^Tat' standing for all its oblique cases.^^
According to Panini sutra ' ^ ^ 5 ^ ' (7.1.39) the case
ending of a noun can be deleted without affecting its

^^ MM, p. 182
^^ Taittiriya Brahmana 2.1.52

Wld-^li^ufdli'lUJ^LflxId'^l f^*Mc! I I (3?^3!Tn27H)

^^ MM, p. 179
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oblique case sense. Hence according to the word 'tat' has
all its case senses. So this enables one to contrue the term
'tat' as''
a) '#^ cgTi%'

you are by Brahman

b) '?T^ ccRf%'

you are for his service

c) 'd'Wid

you are from Brahman

CCIHRH'

d) 'cR?! ccRf%'

you are Brahman's servant

e) '?if^ ?^wf%'

you are in Brahman,

6.2.3.4 Lak^ana on tvam:
L Sense of Vicinity^
By ieii^W'^J-iim 'the moon is said to be between the
branches of a tree. Here the word '?Tr?m' signifies
'^TMRT^' (in the vicinity of the branches) In a similar
manner 'tvam' means Brahman nearest to tiie Jiva as
'antaryami' (ctR^Tt?^ ww)'^

d d - W yfm ifcT m cTW ^crftf% ^ , dRilH ^gftfvT crTS«}T

'^ MM, p. 184
^' ? r r a m ^ ^ ^ :^ii-yi^i*cjcid ^ c i M i i P d i f i vsffcRT^ ^(^s^ ?£rft%
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^m^

ii. As one's sustaining force:
In the statement: Brahmana is all the gods^, the word
'Brahmana' is understood as the mainstay of all vamas to
his functions. Similarly Brahman is the sustaining force of
the Jiva. Brahman is called tvam as he is the abode of the
Jivas^\
iii. Being the source of all:
The sentence '-fjvjiHH:

P^^RT'^^

(The sacrifice is called

the darbha grass). Jaimini in his Mimamsa sutra (1.4.23)
understands it as the source^^. In a similar manner
Brahman being the source of all is identified with the
Jiva^.

aSJUll ^ ^T<^ ^ c l d | : C R T R T I

^' ^ m iTTBPJft ^ ^

^^:m i ? 2 T T f ^ vifkr^ijo^id w^Eii^ ?gWcr C Z P T ^

^^ Tatittiriya Saihhita 1.7.4, see Sayana's Remarks: ij«iHM<i< iiHKiiyHcciid
j R ^ zTyRPftcEfhTETRT PMS 1.4.23 stress its metaphorical use.
^^ ?T^^ f^?% (pms 1.423)

Anuvyakhyana v.36, p.4 in SMG
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6.2.3.5 Spirit of *tat-tvam-asi' from the meaning of the
antecedent *aitadatmyam' ^^
In the declaration of Uddalaka, 'tat-tvaiii-asi' is
preceded by 'aitadatmyam'. According to the Dvaita
interpreters it stands in apposition to its consequent 'tat'
relating to Brahman. Further

'aitadatmyam'

is the

secondary nominal derivative of aitadatma with a suitable
suffix. The derivative suffix conveys the sense of
belonging to the atman, i.e. Brahman. This is beautifully
explained by Jayatirtha^, the famous commentator of
Madhva. The sense of 'aitadatmyam' as 'belonging to'
suits the context and the import of the nine Ulu'strations
used in the sixth chapter of the Chandogya Uanisad.^^

" M M , 189-191
^ ^

^^T^T^ Tm^ ^«iP=i»^dcJl^PiRiftrqarf^- (VTN tika), MM, P. 189

^^ Like everything else in the entire universe JIvatman too has the one
supreme Being for his inner rules and indwelling principle (^^T^T^RWJ).
The neuter 'tat' (pronoun) how has for its antecedent the compound
'aitadatmyam' (neuter) which provides a smooth anvaya (syntactical
connection) Thus the overall Samanvaya of the whole gamut of
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6.2.3.6 Illustrations revealing the meaning of *tat-tvamasi'^
According to Madhva, the nine illustrations found in
the sixth chapter of Chandogya Upanisad clearly bring out
the aspect of difference between Jiva and Brahman^'. Let
us see the explanations and interpretations of these
illustrations occurring in the Upanisads.
L A bird tied to a string at one end and to a peg at the
other:
The bird flies here and there and at last finding no
place to rest comes back to the peg and rests. In a similar
manner the sentient Jiva having wandered endlessly in his
dream rests near the source and engrossed in deep sleep.
The bird and the rope in the illustration are compared to
Jiva and Brahman respectively. As there is difference
upanisad in the majesty of Brahman is achieved. See BNK Sharma,
Dvaita Philosophy, p.35.
^^ A.V. Nagasampige, "Visnutattvavinirnaya" tattvavada, pp. 26 - 30.
^'

^

f%

'U'y\^^;i>mi):

yijpl'fi-^lijl:

HMI^$I>!'HMi

3Tf[ mu9\HlH*ii):

'IcJI'HH.sS^I-.

'i^'W&iin):

yfk^5Rit:

^ ( V T N )
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SlPmiyM^l:

dc(U|1cJ chill:

between the bird and rope, similarly there is difference
between Jiva and Brahman.

ii. Nectar of different flowers collected by bees and the
honey:
Bees suck the nectar of different flowers and prepare
honey by mixing juices. Though all nectars mix to produce
honey yet each nectar maintains its individuality even if
they do not knows it. Similarly Jivas are with God
inseparably maintaining their individuality.
iii. Rivers joining the sea:
Though rivers join the sea they do not lose their
individuality even though they do not know it. River
particles and sea particles remain separate without losing
their properties. Similarly Jivas joining Brahman retain the
difference.'*^
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iv. Tree and its life giving sap:
When the living tree is cut in different places the sap
goes out and the tree withers. The withering of the tree is
due to the leaving of Vrksa-Jiva. This vrksa-jiva itself in
turn is sustained by the antaryaml Brahman. The tree is
compared to Jiva and the emerging principle is compared
to Brahman. The aspect of difference is clearly seen here.
V. Cutting open the Banyan seed:
l^vetaketu is asked by Uddalaka to cut open the seed
of the banyan fruit progressively till he sees 'nothing'.
Then the father enlightens him saying that it is by the
invisible power'^ hidden inside the tiny seed makes the
mighty Nyagrodha come into being. Here seed is the
sentient Jiva and the invisible power is Brahman. Again
the illustration points to difference.

cTTT ^ T ^ ^

Tra^frfcT "iMM^^I: ^ ^

cVTN)

^' The word used is,'animnah' (the atomic essence)
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vi. Salt dissolved in Water:
Salt is present in the solution yet it is not visible to
the naked eye. It can be felt only by taste. As salt is in salt
solution Brahman is immanent in the whole universe
including the Jivas. The relation between Brahman and
Jiva is same as the salt and the water.

/c?
f i '*" •'

vii. Blind-folded person:'^
A wayfarer who is blindfolded is led by a kindly
traveler to his right destination. The struggling wayfarer is
the Jiva; the kindly traveler is the guru. The individual
who is enabled to see God by Guru's guidance is different
from the goal he has to reach. Thus the thesis of difference
is clearly illustrated.
viii. The thief and the touching of red hot iron:
The thief who has stolen in order to prove his
innocence has to touch the red hot iron. If he is innocent he
is not burnt. A Jiva who is not Brahman becomes a thief if

72

The illustration is named 'Jii'^iV«fr

3#R«I?TT ^^I^'
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he thinks he is one with God. Advocating and meditating
on non-difference is punishable. The failure to accept
difference is a robbery''^.
ix. The sick person and the ability to recognize
relatives:
As long as the power of God animates the sick
person his senses would be alert and he is able to
recognize his relatives who are beside his death-bed. This
illustration speaks of the overall control of God on Jiva.
Thus Madhvacarya has brought out import of
Tattvamasi' as 'difference' between Brahman and Jiva by
interpreting the nine illustrations.
6.3 Interpretation of 'Tat-tvam-asi' by ^ahkara. and
Ramanuja and Madhva's Critique

'^ The words, apaharslt, steyamakarsit clearly indicate difference
HDVL, pp,
176 - 177
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6.3.1 *Tat-tvam-asi' according to ^ankara^''
According to Sankara the words 'tat' (that) referring
Brahman and 'tvam' (thouO referring to the Jiva, should
not be understood in the literal meanings (vacyartha). In
vacyartha

the

word

'thou'

means

"consciousness

connected with the internal organ (antahkarana) and
illuminated as object (alambama) of the word "I". The
word 'that' means that which has maya as its limitation
(I^vara) which is the cause of the universe, omniscient
etc." Since the meanings are incompatible one has to resort
to the implied or the secondary meaning (laksyartha).
I^aftkara uses a special kind of laksana called jahat-ajahatlaksana or bhaga-tyaga-laksana. The explanation of this
type of laksana we have already seen. In the process of
applying this kind of laksana one "leaves out the part
consisting of the internal organ and the reflection of
consciousness from the direct meaning of the word 'thou'
''' M.A. Devasia, some Hermeneutical Reflections on Religious speech
Acts, pp, 6 6 - 6 7 .
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and also leaves out that part consisting of 'maya' and the
reflection of consciousness from the direct meaning of the
word 'that'. Thus the only possible meaning of 'tat-tvamasi' (thou-art-that) according to Sahkara would be: the one
indivisible

entity

with

its

existence-knowledge-bliss

having no connection either with maya or the internal
organ or with the reflection of consciousness in either
form"
Hence the focus of J^ankara is on identity between
'tat' and 'tvam' in its implied meaning.

6.3.2 Ramanuja on *tat-tvam-asi'^^
For Ramanuja, "both the terms 'that' and 'thou' are
in mutual predication and signify Brahman alone under
two aspects. The term 'that' refers to Brahman, who is the
cause of the universe, the abode of all auspicious qualities,
the flowers and the changeless one; where as the
term'thou' signifies that same Brahman who , because he

' ' J.B. Carman, The Theology of Ramanuja, p. 124
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hs is the inner controller of finited selves, has these
services, alongwith their bodies, as His modes"
Thus Ramanuja in his interpretation of 'tat'tvam asi' strikes a middle course between dvaita and advaita
with his doctrine of visistadvaita^^. Further according to
Ramanuja 'tattvamasi' is not the main proposition but an
extension of the earlier pronouncement ^?i^Tc*^jrf%^ ^?T4^^ ^^.
6.3.3 Critique of l^ankara by Madhva'*
Sankara reduces the meamng of 'tat-tvam-asi' to a
bare consciousness

without

any characteristic. The

procedure adopted by him in interpretation empties the
constituent parts by their denotative content leaving only a
hazy notion of pure consciousness. A bare 'identity'
without reference to any correlates makes no sense.
Further resort to laksana is optional for Madhva. By
taking the reading 'atat-tvam-asi- he has dispensed with

"" BNK Sharma, Dvita Philosophy, p.50
78

MM, pp. 163-175
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laksana. Even if one were to insist on 'tat-tvam-asi' dvaita
interpretation manages with a single laksana on any one of
the terms at a time. This we have seen already. By
applying laksana on both 'tat' and 'tvam' simultaneously
advaita incurs the fault of 'Kalpana-gaurava'^^. In the light
of the context and illustrations of 'tat-tvam-asi' in
Chandogya Upanisad, Madhva further

explains the

untenability of Sankara's interpretation.
6.3.4 Critique of Ramanuja by Madhva*®
According to Ramanuja Brahman exists in manifold
forms as sentient souls and insentient matter. Thus there
are both distinction and identity. Madhva criticizes the
Ramanuja

system for advocating mutually opposed

relations among the three fundamental entities (i.e. God,
sentient soul and insentient matter). Further there, is a
logical difficulty

and impossiblility of making the

"^ Greatness of effort in expression. Dvaita can manage the
interpretation of any term in 'tattvamasi' with a single laksana at a time.
^ MM,p xviii
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Independent real actually transform^^ itself into souls and
matter without loss of authentic being and nature. Since
Ramanuja advocates real transformation of Brahman into
the word and souls, an illusory transformation of Brahman
into the world and souls an illusory transformation^^ has no
place.

6.4

Madhva's

analogy

of

^Bimba-Pratibimba'

highlighting the meaning of ^atat-tvam-asi'
The meaning of 'atat-tvam-asi' is succinctly summed
up by Madhva in his analogy of 'bimba-pratibimba'
(prototype - reflection).
This is derived by Madhva from Rgveda 7.47.18.
' Rupam ruparh pratirupo babhuva
Tadasya rupam praticaksanaya'
(With reference to each form of Jiva He (the Lord)
becomes the original form. His form is for this one (.e. the

81

It is called Brahmaparinamavada

^^ This is known as vivartavada
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Jiva) to perceive.)^^ By this analogy Brahman is the
'bimba' and 'Jiva' is the 'pratibimba'. As 'pratibimba'
(reflection) owes its existence to 'bimba' (prototype) so
Jiva is dependent on Brahman. "Madhva emphasizes
Jiva's

dependence

on Brahman

for

its

existence,

consciousness and activities for all the time".** Brhaman is
the sole independent source of all reality.
Madhva is careful to distinguish his understanding of
'bimba-pratibimba' analogy from Advaita. Pratibimba is
not a false reflection. According to l^ankara the Jiva is a
false appearance or projection of Brahman on the screen of
avidya (ignorance). Hence the relation can be transcended
which is not the case in Madhva. The relation of 'bimbapratibimbabhava' between God and soul is a sacred and
inviolable relation true for all time. This relation goes to
the very core of Jiva constituting essence and could never

^^ PM, p 306
^ PM, p 307
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be annulled or transcended.^^ 'Pratibimbatva' is not a false
relation which the Jivas are to be ashamed of and should
try to shake off as in Sankara. In fact, Moksa (liberation) is
the complete realization of metaphysical dependence on
and similarity to the Supreme.^^
Madhva wants to drive home through the analogy of
'bimba-pratibimba' three truths concerning the nature of
relation between God and soul.*'
1. The finite spiritual being is similar to Visnu.
2. It is completely distinct from Visnu.
3. It is radically dependent on Visnu.
6.5 Conclusion
Madhva's

interpretation

of

'atat-tvam-asi'

emphatically brings out the significance of difference. The
methods of interpretation (context, laksana, illustrations,
Padacchedha, aitadatmyam, critique of Sankara and

^' ibid
^' ibid
87

I.Puthiadam, Visnu, the ever free, p.230
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Ramanuja

and

the

analogy

of

'bimba-pratibimba')

highlight the aspect of difference. 'Atat-tvam-asi' is a
metaphysical statement of relation. It is a metaphysical
relation of radical dependence of Jiva on Brahman.
Though in certain respects there is similarity,^^

the

difference and distinction is clearly stated by Madhva
through his interpretation of 'tat-tvam-asi'.

^^PM,p.318
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